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GREEK 

 

Introduction: 
 

This work is not a Greek grammar but is rather an introduction to the Greek 

language of the New Testament as well as a list of some of the grammatical and 

lexical aids available to the student.  It is intended for those who are unfamiliar 

with the language, but who have a sincere desire to learn more about His Word. 

 

God, in His wisdom, chose to give His Word in the Chaldee, Hebrew, and Greek 

languages and though His Word has been translated and re-translated many, many 

times, students of the Scriptures continue to praise Him that He gave His Word in 

original languages which lend themselves to such precise and beautiful means of 

expression. 

 

For those who have been privileged to study the Word in these original languages 

there has been the opportunity to delve deeper and deeper into eternal truths, and 

to understand more fully what has been done for us by God’s grace in Christ. 

 

For those who have not been so privileged, however; God has led scholarly men 

down through the years to produce a fantastic collection of good reference 

material to the Greek and Hebrew languages so that no one need be kept from a 

deeper study of His Word. 

 

This chapter is not a substitute for study of the Greek language nor is the 

suggestion made that one could become a Bible translator from such a simple 

introduction to the language, but it is meant to be a means of helping those who 

have not studied Greek, are not familiar with the rules of Greek grammar, and the 

science of translation, to find new areas of rejoicing in the finished work of Christ. 

 

Language: 

 

Although the Greek language can be traced back more than 1500 years BC, the 

language of the New Testament is the common Greek spoken and written by the 

ordinary man of the first century AD and is called the “Koine” from the Greek 

word koinoj, “common.” 
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Critics have always suggested that many of the words in the New Testament 

Greek are unique to the Scriptures but just the opposite is true.  Every word in the 

Greek New Testament has been identified in other writings of the period and its 

use well established. 

 

As is true in any discipline, words do take on special meanings for those who 

work in the field.  For example, the word “faith” is known to all but has an 

additional, and very special meaning for those who know and love the Lord. 

 

This is also true,  as one would expect, in the Greek.  The Greek word  agaph, 

“love” takes on a very wonderful meaning for the Christian.  The normal man of 

the first century understood this to be the highest form of love, but the one who 

knows the Lord and the love of God shown in the sacrifice of His son attaches a 

more profound meaning to the word. 

    

Manuscripts: 

 

A New Testament manuscript is a portion or all of the Greek New Testament 

written by hand.    Although there are no original manuscripts there exists an 

abundance of early manuscript copies.  Uncial manuscripts are those written in 

capital letters and minuscule manuscripts are those written in small letters. 

 

There are over 150 early uncial manuscripts from the third to the sixth centuries.  

Nine of the oldest and most valuable with approximate dates are listed below: 

 

 Codex Sinaiticus    340 AD 

 

 Codex Vaticanus   330 AD 

 

 Codex Alexandrinus  450 AD 

 

 Codex Ephraemi Rescriptus 450 AD 

 

 Codex Bezae   550 AD 

 

 Codex Claromontanus  550 AD 

 

 Codex Washingtoniensis  Early 5th century 

 

 Codex Koridethi   Early 9th century 

 

 Chester Beatty Papyri  Early 3rd century 
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In addition there are around 3000 minuscule manuscripts from the third to the 

tenth centuries and more are being found every year.   

 

Added to the manuscripts there are over 1500 lectionaries or portions of the Greek 

New Testament that were written to be read in the early church services as well as 

over 35,000 writings of early church fathers that quote portions of the New 

Testament.  Thus there are about 40,000 Greek representations of all or portions 

of  the New Testament which are, and can be, used to study the Koine and prepare 

accurate printed Greek versions of our New Testament 

 

Septuagint: 

 

The Septuagint is a Greek Translation of the Hebrew and Chaldee Old Testament.  

The Lord initiated this translation effort which began about 280 BC and took 

almost 100 years to complete.  Romantic history says that 70 Jewish elders at 

Alexandria worked on the translation for over 40 years, thus it is called the 

Septuagint, the Latin word for seventy, and is abbreviated LXX.  

 

The translation first of all, proves that all of the Old Testament books were in 

existence at the time of the translation and secondly,  provides a valuable resource 

in the study of meaning between the Hebrew and the Greek words as understood 

by the experts of that day. 

 

Versions: 

 

Some years after the invention of the printing press textual experts began putting 

together a printed Greek New Testament.  The first printed copy was the 

Complutensian Polyglot which had the Latin and the Greek in parallel columns 

printed in 1514 AD.  This was followed almost immediately by the first Greek 

only New Testament by Erasmus in 1516 AD. 

 

Since that time there have been many different Greek versions published by 

textual scholars.  Since this work is only an introduction to Greek just a few of the 

better known are listed below: 

 

 Textus Receptus 

 

 Westcott & Hort 

 

 Nestle - Novum Testamentum Graece 

 

 Nestle-Aland 
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 Von Soden 

 

 GNT  

 

The Textus Recptus was the Greek text used for the translation of the Authorized 

Version, usually called the King James Version, and was the accepted Greek text 

for many years.  There are many today who still prefer this text.    

 

The Standard Text, GNT, is the text accepted by the scholarly community today.  

Although there can be great debate between Greek experts as to the choice of the 

text to be used, and although there are many differences between the various texts, 

there are no really important doctrinal differences between any of the Greek 

versions. 

  

Alphabet: 

 

The student should at least learn the Greek alphabet.  Both the upper and lower 

case forms of the letters should be written and re-written until their order and their 

form are as familiar to him as the English.  It will be very difficult, if not 

impossible, to use the grammatical and the lexical aids to Bible study if the 

alphabet is not known. 

 

There were twenty-four letters in the Greek alphabet of the Koine period arranged 

in the following order: 

 

            Capital      Lower Case 

 

 Alpha   A  a  

  
 Beta   B  b 
 

 Gamma   G  g 
 

 Delta   D  d 

 

 Epsilon   E  e 
 

 Zeta   Z  z 
 

 Eta   H  h 
 

 Theta   Q  q
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 Iota   I  i 
 

 Kappa   K  k 
 

 Lambda   L  l 
 

 Mu   M  m 
 

 Nu    N  n 

 

 Xi   X  x 
 

 Omicron   O  o 
 

 Pi   P  p 
 

 Rho   R  r 
 

 Sigma   S  s j at end of a word 

 

 Tau   T  t 
 

 Upsilon   U  u 
 

 Phi   F  f 
 

 Chi   C  c 
 

 Psi   Y  y 
 

 Omega   W  w 
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Noun: 

 

Basically the noun is a representation of a fact of consciousness expressed by 

letters of the alphabet.  It may be the subject of the sentence, qualify the subject of 

the sentence, or may function in the predicate.   

 

The various uses of the noun in the sentence is called Case, which is determined 

by its relation to the rest of the sentence.  There are eight cases in the Koine with 

the following functions: 

 

 Nominative  -  Identification or designation 

 

 Vocative -  Direct address 

 

 Genitive  -  Definition, character, description or relation.   The  

most common case in the New Testament.  In general it 

functions to define, similar to the English possessive.   

 

 Ablative  -  Separation, removal, derivation 

   (Stresses point of departure) 

 

 Dative  -  Advantage, disadvantage, possession, 

   reference, or interest 

 

 Locative  -  Place, position, time, or sphere 

 

 Instrumental  -  Means, cause, manner, measure, 

   association, or agency 

 

 Accusative -  Limitation, direct object 

 

Verb: 

 

The Greek verb has tense, mood, and voice which need to be considered to 

establish the action, the results of the action and the subject’s participation in the 

action of the verb. 

 

Listed below are the tenses, moods and voices of the verb along with some 

general comments: 
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  Tense - 

  

 Present  - Linear action, the tense of progress, the idea of 

present time is secondary, it is rather a consideration of 

continuing action. 

 

 Imperfect - Linear action with the action in progress in past time 

and with an indication that the action was never 

completed. 

 

 Future  - Punctiliar, that is, action as in a point of time rather 

than continuous, used to predict an event expected to 

occur in future time. 

 

 Aorist  - Punctiliar action, denotes an action as occurring 

without reference to progress, it is the fact of the 

action. 

 

 Perfect  - Complete action, looks at the action as complete in 

past time and stresses the present reality of this past 

completed action. 

 

 Pluperfect - Complete action as in the perfect, but looks at the 

results of the past complete action in past time, that is, 

stresses both the action and the results of the completed 

action in past time. 

 

  Mood - 

 

 Indicative - Certainty, independent of qualification or condition, 

looks at the verb action from the standpoint of reality. 

 

 Subjunctive - Probability, contingency, assumes unreality, normal 

construction in purpose clauses. 

 

 Optative -  Possibility, strong contingency, presents the action as 

conceivable. 

 

 Imperative - Volition, command or entreaty, the appeal of will to 

will, desire to desire.  As a command the aorist tense 

indicates a sense of urgency, “do it now, at once”, 

whereas the present tense indicates doing the command 

and keep on doing it. 
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As a prohibition the aorist tense indicates that the 

action has not been done, and don’t do it whereas the 

present tense indicates that the action is in progress, 

stop doing it. 

 

  Voice - 

 

 Active  - The subject produces the action of the main verb. 

 

 Middle  - The subject participates in the results of the action of 

the main verb, emphasizes the agent. 

 

 Passive  - The subject receives the action of the main verb. 

 

Irregular Verbs: 

 

There are a few verbs which are considered to be irregular in the Greek language 

because of their voice.  Defective verbs are those which do not occur in all three 

voices, and deponent verbs are those which occur only in the middle or passive 

voice, but which appear to have active meanings. 

 

 

Participle: 

 

The Greek participle is a verbal adjective.  In the aorist or perfect tense it indicates 

action which precedes the action of the main verb, in the present tense it indicates 

action simultaneous with the action of the main verb, and in the future tense it 

indicates action which follows the action of the main verb. 

 

 

Infinitive: 

 

The Greek infinitive is a verbal noun and occurs more widely than any other part 

of speech in the New Testament.  It is used to express purpose, result, time, cause, 

and command.  It can also function as a subject, an object, an indirect object, an 

instrument, in opposition, and as a modifier. 
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Article: 

 

Nothing is more characteristic to the Greek than its use of the definite article.  The 

student soon finds it throughout the New Testament, sometimes little considered 

in the translation. 

 

There is no indefinite article in Greek, and the absence of the definite article does 

not permit the insertion of the indefinite.  Some marvelous truths of the grace of 

our Heavenly Father can be lost by such an insertion.  Since this is only an 

introduction to Koine Greek, the student should be aware that the presence or the 

absence of the definite article is by the sovereign design of our Lord. 

 

All other considerations aside, the Holy Spirit had a definite reason for each place 

the article appears in the text.  In general, the use of the article indicates individual 

identity, definition, specific object of thought, or previous reference whereas the 

absence of the article indicates character, quality, or general consideration. 

 

Preposition: 

 

The common prepositions (un-accented) are listed below with their general 

meanings: 

 

 ana - Up, back, again 

 

 anti - Instead of, face to face, against 

 

 apo - From, away from, off 

 

 dia - Between, through, by means of, because of 

       with Genitive   - through 

       with Accusative - because of 

 

 ek - Out of, from, away 

 

 eis -Within, in, into, unto, to, for 

 

 en - Within, in 

        with the Locative       - in, on, at, among, within 

        with the Instrumental -with, by means of 

 

 epi - Upon 
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 kata - Down 

        with the Ablative - down from 

        with the Genitive - down upon, by, against 

        with the Accusative - along, at, according to 

 

 meta - In the midst of, with 

        with the Genitive - with 

        with the Accusative - after 

 

 para - Beside 

        with the Ablative - from 

        with the Locative - by the side of, in the presence of 

        with the Accusative - to the side of, beside 

 

 peri - Around 

        with the Genitive - about, concerning 

        with the Accusative - about, around 

 

 pro -Before 

 

 pros - Near, facing 

        with the Locative - at 

        with the Accusative - to, toward, beside, against 

 

 sun - Together, with 

 

 uper - Over 

        with the Ablative - for, for sake of, in behalf of 

        with the Accusative - over, above 

 

 upo - Under 

        with the Accusative - under 

        with the Ablative - by (agency)  

 

Conjunctions: 

 

Common conjunctions (un-accented) are listed below with their general meanings: 

 

 alla - but, however, certainly 

 

 ara - therefore, really 

 

 acrij - until 
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 gar - for, now 

 

 de - and now, but, now, indeed 

 

 dio - therefore 

 

 dioti - because 

 

 ean - if, ever 

 

 ei - if 

 

 epei - when, since, otherwise 

 

 epeidh - when, since 

 

 ivna - in order that, so that, that 

 

 kai - and, but, even 

 

 mentoi - however, indeed 

 

 opwj - in order that 

 

 ote - when 

 

 oti - because, that 

 

 oun - therefore, then, now, however, really 

 

 plhn - nevertheless 

 

 prin - before 

 

 te - and 

 

 toinun - therefore 

 

 wj - when, as, since, in order that 

 

 wste - so that, therefore 
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Particle: 

 

Some common particles (un-accented) are listed below with their general 

meanings: 

 

  Intensive - 

 

 amhn - truly, so be it, amen 

 

 an - ever (implies uncertainty) 

 

 ge - at least, indeed, even, in fact 

 

 dh - by all means 

 

 ei mhn - assuredly, above all 

 

 men - in fact, also used with de to indicate contrast 

 

 nh - used in an oath 

 

 nai - yes, yea 

 

 per - indeed, really, completely 

 

 pote - ever, at that time, once, formerly 

 

 pou - somehow, about 

 

 pwj - by any means 

 

 toi - affixed to another word for emphasis 
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  Negative - 

 

 ou - summary negation, the negative for a statement of fact, 

    when used in a question it implies a “yes” answer, 

    Spelled - 

   ouk - before smooth vowels 

   ouc - before rough vowels 

 

 mh - qualified negation, a negative open to question, 

    when used in a question it implies a “no” answer 

 

 ou mh - the absolute or emphatic negative, “never, never, ever”, 

    when used by men in the New Testament they are always 

    wrong, see John 13:8.  When used by God, He, of course, 

    is always right, see Heb. 13:5 

 

Clause: 

 

Typical clauses are listed below with their general meaning or use: 

 

 Causal  - States the reason for the assertion contained in 

another clause. 

 

 Comparative - Introduces a similar thought for emphasizing the 

thought of the principal clause. 

 

 Temporal - Limits the action of the main verb by introducing a 

relation to time. 

 

 Purpose  - Expresses the aim of the action of the main verb. 

 

 Conditional - The statement of a supposition.  There are four 

different conditional clauses depending upon their 

reference to reality. 

 

   First Class -  

True, states a condition which is true.  “If you 

are going to the city and you are”,  can be 

translated by “since.”   Construction is the 

Greekei with the indicative mood. 
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   Second Class - 

Untrue, states a condition which is not true.  

“If you are going to the city and you are not.”  

 

Construction is the Greek ei anwith the 

indicative mood and the imperfect tense for 

present conditions contrary to fact, and with 

the indicative mood and the aorist or 

pluperfect tense for past conditions contrary to 

fact. 

 

   Third Class - 

Probable, stresses the improbable, the 

construction is the Greek ei anor ean or 

     with the subjunctive mood. 

 

   Fourth Class - 

    Possible, construction is the Greek ei an 
    with the optative mood. 

 

Grammatical Works: 

 

     Introductory - 

 

 W. E. Vine New Testament Greek Grammar 

 

 J. Gresham Machen New Testament Greek for Beginners 

 

 E. G. Jay New Testament Greek 

 

    Intermediate - 

 

 E. V. N. Goetchius The Language of the New Testament 

 

 H. E. Dana & J. R. Mantey A Manual Grammar of the Greek New 

 Testament 

 

 J. H. Moulton A Grammar of New Testament Greek 

 

F. Blass & A. Debrunner A Greek Grammar of the New Testament and 

Other Early Christian Literature 
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A. T. Robertson & W. H. Davis A New Short Grammar of the Greek 

Testament 

 

 J. H. Moulton & W. F. Howard A Grammar of New Testament Greek 

 

Max Zerwick & Mary Grosvenor A Grammatical Analysis of the Greek 

New Testament 

 

    Advanced - 

 

A. T. Robertson A Grammar of the Greek New Testament in the Light of 

Historical Research 

 

Daniel B. Wallace Greek Grammar Beyond the Basics 

 

 C. F. D. Moule An Idiom Book of New Testament Greek 

 

 Kurt Aland & Barbara Aland The Text of the New Testament 

 

Lexical Works: 

 

Some of the better known Lexical works on the Greek of the New Testament and 

the Septuagint, an early Greek translation of the Old Testament, are: 

 

 A. Marshall The Interlinear Greek-English New Testament 

 

G. R. Berry The Interlinear Literal Translation of the Greek New 

Testament 

 

 The Septuagint Version of the Old Testament Samuel Bagster & Sons 

 

 The Analytical Greek Lexicon Samuel Bagster & Sons 

 

J. Stegenga The Greek-English Analytical Concordance of the Greek-

English New Testament 

 

 Nathan E. Han A Parsing Guide to the Greek New Testament 

 

 J. Strong The Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible 

 

W. F. Arndt & F. W. Gingrich A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament 
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 J. R. Alsop Index to the Arndt and Gingrich Greek Lexicon 

 

 H. G. Liddell & R. Scott A Greek-English Lexicon 

 

 J. H. Moulton & G. Milligan The Vocabulary of the Greek Testament 

 

 J. H. Thayer Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament 

 

The Englishman’s Greek Concordance of the New Testament Samuel 

Bagster and Sons 

 

 W. F. Moulton & A. S. Geden A Concordance to the Greek Testament 

 

E. W. Bullinger A Critical Lexicon and Cordance to the English and 

Greek New Testament 

 

 E. Hatch & H. A. Redpath A Concordance to the Septuagint 

 

 R. C. Trench Synonyms of the New Testament 

 

 G. Curtius Principles of Greek Etymology 

 

 A. T. Robertson Word Pictures in the New Testament 

 

 A. T. Robertson The Minister and His Greek New Testament 

 

 K. S. Wuest Treasures from the Greek New Testament 

 

 K. S. Wuest Studies in the Vocabulary of the Greek New Testament 

 

 Marvin R. Vincent Word Studies in the New Testament 

 

 Fritz Rienecker A Linguistic Key to the Greek New Testament 

 

 J. Harold Greenlee A New Testament Greek Morpheme Lexicon 

 

 J. B. Smith Greek-English Concordance to the New Testament 
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Example: 
 

To illustrate the use of some of these tools in Bible study for the student who 

knows only the Greek alphabet look at Colossians 3:1.  

 

Col 3:1 ¶ If ye then be risen with Christ, seek those things which are 

above, where Christ sitteth on the right hand of God. 

 

This example will use only A. Marshall The Interlinear Greek-English New 

Testament as the interlinear, The Analytical Greek Lexicon Samuel Bagster & 

Sons as the lexicon,  and W. F. Arndt & F. W. Gingrich A Greek-English Lexicon 

of the New Testament as the dictionary for Greek word meanings.  Other works 

could be used to obtain the same information. 

 

Looking up the verse in the Interlinear Greek-English New Testament: 

 

 eioun          sunhgerqhte         tw  cristw     ta anw

 If   therefore     ye were co-raised         with Christ    the things above 

 
 zhteite  ou     cristoj  estin  en  dexia     tou qeou   kaqhmenoj 
    seek   where    Christ      is     at   (the) right (hand) of God    sitting; 

 

The verb for “risen” is the Greek sunhgerqhte and the Interlinear has it as “co-

raised.”   Looking up the Greek word in the Lexicon (the words are all listed 

alphabetically) the root is sunegeirw and the verb is 2 person, plural, aorist, 

indicative, passive. 

 

The student can then look up the root word sunegeirw in a Greek dictionary such 

as Arndt & Gingrich or Liddell & Scott and find the meaning to be “cause 

someone to awaken, or to rise up with another or to awaken or rise together.” 

 

Thus far for sunhgerqhte  
 

 Meaning - to rise together with 

 

 Aorist  - punctiliar action, completed action, not a repeated 

action, stresses the fact of the action, we are not rising 

with Him over and over again, we are now risen with 

Him. 

 

 Indicative - certainty, reality, this is real, it is a fact 
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 Passive  - we received this action, we did not raise ourselves, 

the passive voice requires an operator, we were raised 

with Christ by God, we played no part in that 

resurrection, we were the passive recipients of this 

resurrection. 

 

 2 Person Plural - this address is to the entire body of Christ 

 

From the English, the Interlinear, and the Greek ei, it is clear that the verb                                    

sunhgerqhte is in a conditional clause.  Since the verb is in the indicative mood, 

the Greek isand there is no negative, the clause is a first class clause, the clause 

of reality.  It could be translated “since” or more literally, “If you were co-raised 

with Christ and you certainly were” 

 

“Christ” is the Greek  tw cpistw an Analytical check shows this to be the regular 

word cistoj  for Christ and it is in the dative case with the definite article tw.  The 

dative is the case of advantage or possession.  We belong to “the Christ” not just 

any Christ. 

 

“Seek” is the Greek zhteite.  Checking the Analytical the root is found to be    

zhtew and the verb is 2 person, plural, present, imperative, active.  The dictionary 

meaning can be checked as before and found to be “seek for, look for, search out, 

investigate, examine, consider, strive for, etc.” 

 

For zhteite: 
 

 Meaning - search diligently 

 

 Present  - linear action, continuing action, keep on searching 

for. 

 

 Imperative - command.  do it and keep on doing it 

 

 Active  - the subject produces the action, you do it. 

 

 2 person plural - addressed to the body of believers 

 

“Above” is anw and the Analytical shows this to be an adverb meaning “above, 

up, upwards.” 

 

“Where” is ou and again the Analytical shows this to be an adverb meaning 

“where, in what place.” 
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The second “Christ” in the verse is the same Greek word for Christ and again it 

has the definite article for specific identity. 

 

For “sitteth” it can be seen in the Interlinear that there are two words, “is” and 

“sitting”, because there are two words in the Greek used to emphasize His 

presence and His action. 

 

“Is” isestin in the Greek and will be found in the Analytical as esti.  The Greek 

employs the letter n, called the movable n,  added to the end of a word for 

emphasis, or to the 3rd person singular endings in e, or to words ending in si, and 

toesti.    
 

This should not confuse the beginning student since the words which properly end 

in n will be found directly in an Analytical and those which have the movable n 

will be found without the letter n, as in this case. 

 

The Greek esti in the Analytical is eimi, 3 person, singular, present, indicative, 

active and the dictionary meaning is “be, exist.”  This is the primary Greek verb 

“to be” so a lexicon normally gives a full discussion of the verb.  The grand “I 

am” that Christ utters over seven times is the gospel of John declaring His deity  

are the Greek words egw eimi. 
 

For estin: 

 

 Meaning  - is 

 

 Present  - linear action, continuing action, He continually is 

 

 Indicative - the mood of certainty, He really is 

 

 Active  - He produces the action 

 

 3 person sing - it is Him and Him alone 

 

“Sitting” is kaqhmenoj and the Analytical shows this to be kaqhmai, nomative, 

singular, masculine, present, participle.  The Greek dictionary meaning is “sit.”   

 

For kaqhmenoj: 
 

 Meaning  - sit 

 

 Nominative - designation, Christ 
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 Present part - the present participle indicates concurrent action with 

the main verb, Christ is, and He is sitting 

 

“Right” is dexia and in the Analytical is found to be dexioj in the dative.  The 

Dictionary meaning is “right, the right hand, the right side.”  The dative case, the 

case of possession, it is God’s right hand. 

 

“God” is qeou and the Analytical shows it to be the genitive of qeoj.  The Greek 

dictionary defines the word as the common word for God.  The Interlinear shows 

the student that the definite article is also present indicating specific identity, it is 

“the God.” 

 

Although it would be a labored translation and not make for good reading, the 

student of the Word is enriched to read: 

 

“If you have been certainly raised once for all with the Christ when He 

was raised, by God and God alone, and you most certainly have been so 

raised through no merit of your own, you keep on searching diligently for 

the things which are above where the Christ surely is, and where He is 

sitting at the right hand, the position of authority, of the God.” 

 

May the Lord bless you in your study of His Word. 

 

2 Tim 2:15  Study to shew thyself approved unto God, a workman that 

needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth. 

   


